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order to better understand the inter.j+.lationships of high technology, and edutio on, it is important to understand the
$quirements for high technology and the
state of America's colleges and universities
in the 1980s.
Technological development is based primarily on individuals with basic backgrounds in science,engineering and related
fields. Peter Drucker2 in a discussion on
applied science and technology, suggests
"Technology is not then the application of
sience to products and processes as is
gtenasserted-at best, this is a gross overimplification. In some areas for example.
~olymerchernistry,pharmaceuticals,atomic
mergy, space exploration and cornputen,
he line between scientific inquiry and
ethnology is a blurred one. The scientists
iho find new basic knowledge and the
:chnologist who developed specific prod& and processes are one and the same
/an. In other areas, however, highly prouctiveefforts are still primarily concerned
4th technologicalproblems and have little
)nnection to science as such.
"In the design of mechanical equipment,
lachine tools, textile machinery, printing
resses, scientific discoveries as a rule play
very small part and scientists are not
immonly found in theresearch laboratory.

More important is the fact that science,
even where most relevant, provides only
the starting point for technological effort.
The greatest amount of work on new products and processes comes well after the
scientificcontribution has been made. Knowhow in the technological contribution takes
a good deal more time and effort in most
cases than the scientists know what. But
science is not a substitute for today's technology, it is the base and starting point."
Peter Druckerl points out technological
research has not only a different methodology for invention, it leads to a different
approach known as innovation or the purposeful and deliberate attempt to bring
about through technological means a distinct change in the way man lives. Innovation may begin by defining a need or an opportunity, which then leads t o organizing
technological efforts to find a way t o meet
the need or to exploit the opportunity. To
reach the moon, for example, required a
great deal of new technology. Once the
need had been defined, the technological
work was organized systematically to produce the technology.
Innovation can proceed from new scientific knowledge in the analysis of the opportunities it might be capable ofcreating.
Innovation is not a product of the twen-

tieth century. Edison was an innovator a s
well as an inventor. It is only, however, in
the twentieth century and largely through
the research laboratory and itsapproach to
research that innovation has become central to technological effort. Innovation
technology is used a s a means to bring
about change in education and in theeconomy. Thus. modern technology influences
traditional society and culture, but innovation means that technological work is done
not only for technological reasons, but also
for non-technological reasons.
High technology requires not only the
inventor or innovator o r the entrepeneur,
but development requires the finances o r
the venture capitalist. Nocash means trouble in any industry. The new company is
not yet producing o r selling a product so
the marketplace cannot pass judgment on
the company's activities o r products.'
A company and the venture capitalist
hope the product makes a splash in the
marketplace and sizeable profits will be
realized.
In a Wall Street Journal article4 in August of this year Ed Zschau and Don Ritter,
the Chairman and Vice-chairman of the
Republican Task Force on high technology
initiatives in the House of Representatives
indicated that they believe the government
needs to foster a n environment in which
innovation, new ideas and new companies
can flourish. They suggested four conditions are needed for a n environment that
promotes innovation.
"A strong commitment to basic research. Deepeningand broadening our understanding of fundamental processes will
form the basis for industries, processes,
and products in the future.
Incentives for investors,entrepreneurs,
and innovators provide the capital and
take the personal risks associated with
making technological advances, developing new products, establishing new companies and rejuvenating mature industries.
A strong educational capability, particularly in the sciences that ensures an
ample quantity of trained technical and

managerial personnel and a broat
educated and well-trained citizens
meet the challenges of a rapidly I
world.
Expanding market opportun
mestic as well as foreign, require he
mestic economic environment an,
sive trade policy."
How d o the universities fit into
for developing entrepreneurs and t
nology. Obviously, there is the r
role of training scientists and engi
a modem fashion. It is important
nize, however, that the number
rates in the physical sciences and n
tics have been dropping. For e x
1950 there were 200 mathematit
tists completing their Ph.D.s whic
its peak in 1969-70 of 1300; it has
back to about 800 with only 61
Ph.D.s going to U.S. citizens in a
ics. The same pattern holds true i
try and physics'.
T h e pipeline of scientists and en
also against us. Betty vetter6 rey
the number of 22 year-olds will (
between 1983and 1999. This year
year's graduating classes will b e t
in history and 25% larger than th
1998. The estimate is that currer
seventh grade through college, 4.
men and 1.9% of the women earn
tative bachelor's degree. One in
men who earn a quantitative back
gree will go o n to a Ph.D. and one
of the women will go that far.
Universities have an added pra
sides not attracting the students
and engineering in large number:
not teaching the students with
technology. Some reports have
that engineering and science studt
are being trained o n equipme'
about four generations away fro
being used in the new industries
tional Science Foundation, the
Education and other groups have1
surveys which suggest that prob
lion dollars would be required
modern up-to-date equipment fi
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leges and universities in the basic sciences
A 1984 survey of univerand
sity chemistry departments suggests $500
vjllion is needed for Chemistry instrumen.. . ,.
. lation alone7. Universities. neither public
.nor private, have that amount of money to
invest. New modern instrumentation for
...
is very expensive.
' .spectrometers
of all types, infra-red, ul..-..
.
visible, mass are all electroniallyrun with their computers built in. The
assimple IRs" that cost $2-3,000 twenty
years ago now cost $40-50,000; which is
,ignificantly greater than the inflation factor, The whole cost of the instrumentation
'jlasescalateddramatvally.A simple nuclear
pgnetic resonance spectrometer to d o
proton NMR that is designed for routine
nothing fancy, cost $30,000 four
r-,years ago. The company no longer makes
'&.instrument because it would only d o
'routine work a n d was used only for teach'ing purposes. A 90 megahertz instrument
. cpst $100.000 about six years ago. 'Chestate
of the art 500 megahertz instrument is
about a half-million dollars without considering the aspects of the money and personnel required t o maintain it o r the auxillarycomputers required to process the data.
::,-However, NMR is only one of four o r
$,wspectral techniques which most or-g?aic and biochemists would employ to d o
,.
o n molecular structure. A mass
-"dudies
- ,s&ctrometer (simple version $100,000),
,&UV-Visible. possibly X-ray, atomicabsorption, etc., are also required by the or#nic chemist. The equipment required by
: .Ibebiologist,
...
in modern D N A studies,gene
splitting, etc., of course, is even more
<Xpensive.
.-,ir.Engineering schools have always been
,Wpment based and have problemsgreater
i(f b n the sciences. However, the problems
h c i e n c e and engineering departments of
i %versities go beyond the equipment; per:: ' .9 n e is a very key aspect of the whole
;..8lWss. The figures for the Fall of 1984 on
ihrunfilled vacancies in engineering and
"'Ymputer science are not yet available but
: lhereisno reason to expect that things will
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have improved substantially. In 1983 engineering schools across the country had
about 10% of their positions unfilled.'
Computer science faculty in mosl universities have degrees from either engineeringor
sciences. Ph.D.s in computer science were
not generally offered 20 years ago, but
there are special problems with [he scientists and engineers who go into computer
science because they quickly find life is
more lucrative outside academia; academic
salaries are simply not competitive with industry. They never have been, but the gap
has been widening in recent years. In some
state universities while the salaries for faculty may be higher overall than they are in
private institutions, many state universities
preclude paying differential salaries for
marketplace conditions s o that added salary cannot be provided to the engineering
faculty. Private universities whose salaries
are often lower are more likely t o pay the
added salary for the engineer o r scientist
but they still simply are not competitive.
Unfortunately, the salarydifferential has
a n additional impact on the high school
science and math teachers who are well
trained and who can find a n even greater
salary differential. The number of trained
science and math teachers leaving secondary education for the industrial marketplace is growing and is a problem that the
nation must face and recognize.9
The Panel on Technical Manpower Resources9 reports:
"Today's shortage in engineering faculty
comes at a time when the demand for an
engineeringeducation isskyrocketing. The
Engineering faculty Shortage Project notes
that many deans-more than 80%surveyed
-report that the quality of instruction has
declined: class sizesare reaching unmanageable levels; existing faculty already overloaded have become more so;and the overall
system is showingsignsoffatigue ifnot outright collapse. Although engineering graduates may be turned out in appreciable
quantities, the quality of their education is
being progressively degraded."
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Thecooperation needed between univer- cellence, rather than upon coverage
sities and h ~ g htech industries is, of course, more modest height extending solidly
best exemplified by Silicon Valley and Stan- a broad discipline. Exactly what isa steep&.
ford University. It is important t o recognize, Terman defined it a s "A small facuj+
however, that there arecertain special char- group of experts in a narrow area of k n o a
acteristics that led t o the success of Silicon edge and what counts is the steeple be hi,$.
Valley. First of all, Stanford owned 8,800 for all t o see and that they relate to so&.
..,
acres ofland which they could not sell. Stan- thing important.""
Many universities haveattemptedtofi;
ford administrators were faced with the
problem of converting the University land low the Stanford model, route 128 in.&ton is one example, the North Carolina @into money.''
Stanford, prior t o Silicon Valley, was not search Park is another. All of the succ-.
the great university it is today The whole relate t o the association with a researcb
concept of Silicon Valley a s a high technol- university. However, the research unive*'
ogy industrial park was really the idea of also must have policies that facilitate tee!-.
Frederick Terman who was then Vice Presi- nological transfer through close industrp
dent of Stanford. Terman said the idea of university relationships. The successfuldan industrial park near a university was versities also have had programs which*
completely foreign, both t o Stanford and strong in engineering, and the engineer@
t o the firms that would become leasees. The professors took the lead of spinning,'&
first leasee for the Stanford industrial park new high technological firms. Computer
was Varian Associates who had some rented science and biomedical professors are a h
buildings in San Carlos. In 1951 they increasingly engaged in entrepreneurialay
signed the first lease for four acres prepaying tivities. Engineering, computer sciencead
$4,000 a n acre for a 99 year lease. There is biomedicine are all highly applied universitl
no inflation clause in that original agree- fields. They d o not exist as pure acade*
ment and it has been suggested that Varian disciplines. Commercial firms exploit @.
Associates probably has one of the sweetest advantages and basic knowledge that+.
..':
land deals in Silicon Valley. Hewlett Pack- made by university scholars 'O
ard took a lease in 1954 and became really
Everett Rodgers and Judith L ~ M (
the lease nucleus for Silicon Valley. Terman point out "It is worth noting that ad'
would use Packard o r Hewlett to talk and Berkeley, universities near Mlf
about the advantages of being close to a Stanford, respectively, did not play md'
university; today there are 90 tenant firms of a role in Route 128 o r in Silicon Vallq'
employing 25,000 workers in the Stanford They are excellent academic instituoom,
research park. "
but both Berkelev and Harvard lack ?!
The park contributed financially to the ethos favorable ;or technology tranqu
growth of Stanford in that the prepaid from university sc~entlststo private fifl-.
leases provided 18 million dollars which Neither Berkeley nor Harvard 1s
was used t o retain and recruit star faculty. strong In engmeermg; their strength
In 1981 the annual income was about 6 mil- more basic sclence a n d fields hke theso@
lion dollars per year. The advantage of the sciences and humanities There wen.? a
income from Stanford Research Park is important spm-offs from Harvard Urn*-<
that is is unrestricted and can be put t o any sity t o Route 128, Wang Laborat&
good use by the Stanford a d m i n i s t r a t ~ r s . ' ~ begun in 1952 by Dr. Wang of ~ a f l ? . A very important aspect of the develop- computer lab and Polaroid launched
ment for Stanford and the use of the funds
1937 by Ed Land There were almost
was Terman's plan for Stanford's assentHarvard spm-off~during the 60's and
the strategy "Steeples of Excellence." His when the MIT engineers were busy Ftu?
view was academic prestige depends upon Route 128 golng
high, but narrow steeples of academic exg~
Cahfomia Institute of ~ e c h n o l o inw'
@
-
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~ s a outstand~ngengineer~ngschool,
n
fever. It's doubtful that a university informal classes can teach entrepreneurship.
has one spec~alkmd of spln-off-the jet
propuls~on laboratory w h ~ c h does h ~ g h Entrepreneurship is probably best learned
work In a e r o n a u t m space In- by example. Successful role models who
q- *u s t r y But other than JPL, Cal Tech d ~ d people can actually meet and get t o know
&znothelpcreate a high tech complex In Pasa- lead t o the "he did it. why can't 1"concept.
-dens "It's a s ~fany entrepreneur~alspark Most communities and states that attempt
might have been generated at Cal Tech t o establish a scientific complex seek to do
;r,.&focated
in the smog of the greater Los it by transplanting growth and appear to
,v----t\ngeles
b a s ~ n , " In
' ~ an information soclety ignore the importance of growth from
-the unlverslty,
part~cularly the research within. Instead of trying to seduce other citwhere the product~onof Ph D s ies' companies, officials wanting to start a
-. unlvers~ty,
theconduct of s c ~ e n t ~ fresearch
ic
1s the high tech complexshould be thinking about
main a c t ~ v ~ tof
y the central ~ n s t ~ t u t ~ o their
n
own spin-offs. The conglomeration of
as the factory was In the prevlous spin-offs in the same neighborhood a s their
parent firms is why high technology com--,*a
of ~ n d u s t r ~soclety,
al
II 1s not a n acci->dent that most high technology systems In plex builds u p in a region. The chain reac2 be Un~ted States are centered around a tion of spin-offs from spin-ffs is a kind of
p t ~ g l o u sresearch univers~ty A nearby natural process. Setting off the initial spark
2 ~ u n e o f w e ltramed
l
graduatesfor work In is the key.''
The research triangle in North Carolina
-:.high technology firmsplus a steady flow of
began in 1960 with the founding of ReA- CBearch-based technolog~esare Important
contributions by the research unlverslty In search Triangle Park which was a 6.000
acre Research and Development center
&Icon Valley
Since the foundlng of Stanford in 1951, that now contains 40 private government
there have been 18 otherspec~ficallyrelated organizations in such fields as electronics,
research parks w h ~ c hhave been created In pharmaceuticals, and air pollution. An
attemptstoattract ~ndustrlalfirms-all were early boost was provided by IBM when it
mdelcd after Stanford's The U n ~ v e r s ~ t y decided to locate one of its Research and
d l M ~ a mhas
~ been unable toattract any In- Development operations there in 1965.
- dustr~aloccupants and the unlvers~tyre- With the cooperation of Duke. North Ca- scarch park In G e o r g ~ ahas been able to at- rolina State and the University of North
pet only one occupant, the U n ~ v e r s ~ t y Carolina, along with the support of the
state government, the research triangle of.-,Nursery
.
School for Faculty Ch~ldrenl o
-+nother very ~mportahtaspectof all of fered low taxes, freedom from unionization
' k s e ~ s t h eventurecapital. One t h ~ r dofthe
and a pleasant climate. The Research Tri-3pilable c a p ~ t a 1s
l concentrated In S ~ l ~ c o nangle has also generally concentrated on
hlley, most of the rest 1s In New York and microelectronics and the North Carolina
' " p t o n and almost none of 11In other parts governor has recently convinced his legis-.$the
Un~tedStates Other Important as- lature to put up 24 million dollars for a
:;&cts are the chmate and quahty of llfe.1° microelectronic centerat North Carolina,a
'%.people who can work anywhere gener- research and training facility. However, the
. "flypreferto residein a n area w ~ t h a s u n n y Research Triangle does not yet have venamate. However, sunshme IS not the only ture capital, nor has it yet developed theen% W t , the quahty of l ~ f esuch a s the a v a ~ l - trepreneurial spin-offs.I0
--e*lit~ of beaches. s k ~areas, theatres and
Everett Rodgers1° suggests that the suc' ~ ~ e r c u l t u ramenrtles
e
which can be found cessful high technology complexes have
$& metropolltan center also seem to be been planned, have a research university
"?Portant for success
with policies t o encourage the involvement
* 3:'
However, it has been suggested the most of faculty with industry. have venture capiimportant single factor 1s entrepreneur~al tal present, have the entrepreneurial spirit
---It
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demonstrated by spin-offs and have either
good climate o r quality of life o r both. The
other aspect is a commitment from the universities, the state governments and a key
industry t o begin the process. Both Virginia
and Maryland, through the state governments and universities, are promoting the
concept of developing research parks in the
Metropolitan area in Northern Virginia
and near the University of Maryland. It is
too early t o tell whether o r not these ventures will be successful. Both have some of
the necessary ingredients, but neitherhas
them all. The Virginia General Assemby
has approved $I I million for the construction of a center for innovative technology
to be built near Dulles International Airport, plus a n additional $19 million t o improve research facilities at live of the state
universities."
The state of Ohio is using fields in which
Ohio is already strong t o develop its university-high tech center. F o r example, the
Edison Polymer Innovation Corporation
received slightly more than fivemillion dollars from the state and will be operated
jointly by the University of Akron and
Case Western Reserve."
Will highereducation meet the challenges
of high technology? Higher education can,
but only through thecooperation ofindustry,state and federal government and changing approaches to university policies
There is probably going to be a need for
increasing sponsorship by the government
for basic research, more tax incentives for
corporate contributions to educational institutions,moreffexibility in both universities and corporations in their employment
policies and there needs t o be strengthening
of patent laws. There needs to be establishment of a comprehensive and forwardlooking federal policy that recognizes the
role of science and technology in the economic health of the country and encourages innovative scientific a n d technological
development facilitating their incorporation into the economy.
As the American Chemical Society communicated recently'"'We
must sustain a

strong and long-term federal commitmenl
to the development of a creative scientific
personnel in a knowledge base upon which
the country can base its economic future."
The universities are the central key in the
development oftheir faculty and theirfacilities to better train students. It is going ta
take everyone's effort t o ensure success.
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